Speed Calling 30

Make calling fast and easy with Speed Calling 30. Just assign a two-digit code to frequently dialed phone numbers, dial the designated two digits and your phone does the rest.

To program

* 7 5

Then enter a two-digit code + phone number, including any necessary area code or access code. Example: *75 + Code 20 + area code 602 + 7-digits 555-1234

To dial

Two-Digit Speed Calling Code + #

Example: Code 20 + # dials 555-1234

To program Speed Calling 30

- Make a list of your 30 most important or frequently dialed numbers.
- Assign each a two-digit code from 20 to 49.
- Lift the receiver and press *75.
- Press the two-digit code you’ve selected, followed by the telephone number assigned to that code. Include any area codes or access codes required to place the call.*
- You’ll hear a tone to let you know the number is programmed.
- Repeat these steps for the other numbers on your list.

To Phone someone on your Speed Calling list

- Press the code assigned to the person you’re calling, followed by the # key.

To change a programmed number

- Repeat the first five steps above. You don’t need to reprogram the numbers you want to keep.

* Measured service and long-distance charges may apply for all completed calls. Optional services not available in some areas.
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